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Name  _______________________________________
Email  _______________________________________
Address _______________________________________
      _______________________________________

What was your favorite part of Nature Quest?

At which five Public Conservation Areas did you spot the squirrels? 

Prize selection (circle one)  Sticker       Iron on Patch



Finish your quest? Mail in the form below (don’t forget 
to attach a stamp!) or scan the QR code to fill it out 
online and claim your prize!

Be sure to check out virtual Nature Quest to learn 
more - visit TravelStorys.com or download the free 
smartphone app. 

Visit clctrust.org/NatureQuest for more information.

Columbia Land Conservancy
49 Main Street

Chatham NY, 12037
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What is Nature Quest?
When out at the Public Conservation Areas, look 
for the magnifying glass to find the Nature Quest trails.

Each Nature Quest includes six animals scattered 
throughout the trail as seen in your booklet. Collect 
stamps of the animals at each site by doing a rubbing 
of the engraved signs in the journal pages at the end of 
your booklet.

If you visit all ten Nature Quest trails you are eligible for 
a prize! Mail in the postcard on the back cover of this 
booklet or fill out the form at clctrust.org/naturequest
 
Bonus Quest: Find the Squirrel at the end of five Nature 
Quest trails and take a picture. Use #CLCNatureQuest 
when sharing your pictures!

Nature Quest is a Columbia Land Conservancy project.

The Columbia Land Conservancy works with our 
community to conserve the farmland, forests, wildlife 
habitat, and rural character of Columbia County, 
strengthening connections between people and the 
land.



Enjoy Nature Responsibly
1. Explore only on posted trails - even small feet can 

trample fragile flowers and animals.

2. Carry out what you carry in - take only photographs 

and leave only footprints! On activities where collecting 

materials from nature may be necessary, try to collect 

materials already on the ground rather than picking 

from live plants or only when abundant.

3. Respect wildlife and give them distance. If you think 

you see an animal in distress, on weekends call the 

Department of Environmental Conservation Dispatch 

Center at 1.877.457.5680 or DEC Wildlife Management 

at 518.357.2355 during the week.

4. Exploring with a dog? Keep your pup on a leash to 

avoid frightening humans or wildlife.

5. Be kind! Everyone deserves to have fun outside.
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Safety First
1. Don’t explore alone if you’re going far from home. 

Take a friend or adult, and let someone know where 

you’re going and when you expect to return.

2. Dress for success! The only bad hike is one where 

you’re not wearing the appropriate clothes. Check the 

weather before you head outside. Dress in layers, and 

wear long sleeves and pants to prevent ticks.

3. Bring snacks and water!

4. Be aware of your surroundings - stop, look, and listen. 

It is possible to get poison ivy year round. Always be 

sure to check for ticks when you get home.
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Trail Map
Be sure to check out the map at the trailhead before 

you head into the trail to note where the designated 

Nature Quest Trails start and end. They are noted on all 

maps with the magnifying glass symbol and the dotted 

line.

Get a map of any CLC Public Conservation Area 

sent to your phone by scanning the QR code at the 

trailhead kiosk or texting the site name + map to 

518.535.3252 (ex: greenportmap, bordensmap)



Borden’s Pond
1628 Route 203, Ghent

Over in the forest
Where the trees grow tall
A turkey shuffles through leaves
And waits for nuts to fall

Beside the fallen log
A chipmunk chatters
Eating berries from the bushes
And helping them scatter

Flying through the air
Is a small chickadee
Feathers all a-flutter
Calling “hey, sweetie!”

The fox looks up 
From her afternoon prowl
When the sun goes down
She barks and howls

The tiger swallowtail
Is a quieter critter
On the grass in the meadow
Watch his yellow wings flitter

In the swampy wetland
The wood duck rests
And in nearby trees 
She builds her nest
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Your Quest: Nature Stamps

As you explore the Nature Quest trail be sure to stop at 
each of the six posts to find all the animals in the poem 
in bold. Collect a stamp of as many as you’d like by 
placing your page on top of the sign and shading over 
the raised picture with your pencil or crayon. Be sure to 
label them to keep track of which animals you’ve see 
on your quest. Use this page and the nature journaling 
pages at the end of your booklet to collect them all.
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Drowned Lands Swamp
654 County Route 3, Ancram
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In the swamps of Drowned Lands
The sun rides high
A flying V of geese
Wings through the sky

Down near the water
The widow skimmers glide
Patterns on their wings
Helping them hide

Skunks search for food
After day turns to night
They may spray anyone
Who gives them a fright

Beavers build dams
Using logs of all sizes
Working all night long
Until the sun rises

Under the light of the moon
Raccoons come out to eat
Frogs from the wetlands
Are a favorite treat

Great horned owl watches
In a tree so tall
Seeing all creatures
Whether great or small



Your Quest: Flower Detective

There are many wildflowers that can be found at 
Drowned Lands Swamp. Find one that catches your eye 
and draw it in the space below. Add as many different 
flowers as you can find.
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Roots: anchor the plant in 
the soil and absorb water 
and nutrients

Leaf: where food for the 
plant is made

Stem: supports the 
plant and transports 
nutrients and water 
throughout the plant



Greenport 
319 Joslen Boulevard, Greenport
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In the Greenport meadow 
Milkweed grows by the trail
Where monarchs lay their eggs 
Each year without fail

Leaping from the ground
Grasshoppers alight
On their mighty legs
Nearly taking flight

Between the blades of grass 
The spider’s web she weaves 
Many insects enter, 
Few will ever leave

Climbing up a branch
The mantis stalks her prey
Hunting smaller insects
Hungry every day

Look closely as you pass
Is that a katydid you spy?
What looks like leaves of green
Are really wings that fly

And when the moon rises
Luna moth can be seen
Floating gently by
On soft wings of lime green



Your Quest: Monarch Life Cycle 
Monarchs, like other butterflies, go through different 
stages. They start off as tiny eggs and transform into 
fluttering butterflies. If you are visiting Greenport in 
late summer, see if you can find monarch caterpillars 
on milkweed plants in each life stage. Then color in a 
monarch. 
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Deer walk on the trail
Through the grass at Hand Hollow
Mother deer leads
And the young fawns follow

In the soft mud 
Down by the water
Look for the prints
Of the playful otter

By the side of the stream
Raccoon dips her paws
Feeling in the water
For prey with her claws

Over in the pond
Beavers build a wooden dome
Felling tree after tree
To make their cozy home

As the sun sets low
A fox you may see
Their prints in the earth
Make an upside down V

Rabbit hops through the forest,
Looking to hide
Leaving two prints in front,
Two following behind

Hand Hollow
4079 County Rd 9, New Lebanon
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Your Quest: Track Match

Hand Hollow is a great place to search for animal tracks. 
The best places to look are muddy patches or fresh 
snow, where animal tracks have not yet been disturbed. 
The tracks we find can tell us a lot about the animal that 
left them, such as the type of animal, size, direction it 
was traveling, and sometimes how many of the same 
animal were traveling together. 

Try to match the following tracks with the animal who 
might have left them here at Hand Hollow. Answers on 
the bottom of the page.
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Answers: A. Deer B. Beaver C. Red Fox D. Rabbit E. Raccoon

A

B

C

D

E



Harris 
105 Bloody Hollow Road, Chatham
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Harris is home 
To many woodland pools
Red efts love the forest 
Where it’s quiet and cool

Near one of the pools
Flip over a log
Underneath you may find
A shy wood frog

Above in the trees
A spider’s web hangs
Its crafty patient builder
Has poisonous fangs

The barred owl waits
For night to fall
Silent on her wings
All you’ll hear is her call

Coyote pricks up her ears
Stops and listens
Then lets out a call
That travels long distance

All through the night
Bat soars and dives
Eating bugs and moths
As fast as he flies



Your Quest: Frog Life Cycle

Harris is home to many frogs, toads, and salamanders. 
These animals rely on woodland pools for laying their 
eggs each year. Woodland pools are shallow temporary 
pools that are only filled with water for part of the year- 
usually in the spring and fall. Follow along the life cycle 
of a frog as it goes from egg to adult frog and color the 
final frog to match any frogs you might encounter while 
out on the trail.
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High Falls
540 Roxbury Road, Hudson
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The Agawamuck Creek
Flows through the woods of High Falls
On its damp forest floor
The spotted salamander crawls

Down by the water 
sits the pickerel frog
Calling out low
To his mate on a log

In shallow water 
Crayfish lies in wait
Stick your finger in - 
He might take the bait!

The trout likes to hide 
Where the water is cool
Look for him lurking 
In the depths of a pool

On a tree’s trunk
Woodpecker’s beak raps
Searching for insects
With many little taps

Slipping through the forest
Deer makes her way
Coming out to graze
As night becomes day



Your Quest: Waterfall Wordsearch

Complete the word search to find some of the plants, 
animals, and special features at High Falls Conservation 
Area.

DOWNY WOODPECKER

DRAGONFLY

FERN

FROG

HEMLOCK

AGAWAMUCK CREEK

BARRED OWL

BAT

CRAYFISH

DEER

ROCKY LEDGE

SALAMANDER

SUGAR MAPLE

TROUT

WATERFALL
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Ooms
480 Rock City Road, Chatham

Underneath the pond
Bass does swim
Propelled through the water 
By his sleek fins

The mallard duck lands 
with a loud smack
Turns to his flock
Honking “quack quack quack!”

Heron stands quiet
And keeps very still
Then spears a fish
With her pointed bill

Nearby in the shallows
Egret stalks the shore
She’s eaten three frogs
And is looking for more

In the tall grass 
The damselfly lands
Shiny wings patterned 
With twinkly striped bands.

Bullfrog hops 
In the pond with a splash, 
And just like that 
He’s gone in a flash.



Your Quest: Habitat Drawing

As you explore the Nature Quest trail, pick an animal 
and draw it in its habitat here at Ooms. A habitat is the 
area where a plant or animal naturally lives and grows. 
The three basic parts of a habitat are food, water, and 
shelter. 
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In the Overmountain barn
Swallows yearly nest
Of all the places they could choose
They like it the best

When winter comes 
Cedar waxwings love fruit
And fly branch to branch
In search of more loot

Meanwhile in the fields, 
Bluebirds use boxes
Hiding their eggs 
From weasels and foxes

You may find a kestrel
Perched on a fence
Or high on a wire
If the forest is dense

Up in the clouds
The bald eagle takes flight
Searching below
For a tasty delight

Piercing the silence
The red tailed hawk shrieks
The mice take cover
Muffling their squeaks

Overmountain 
138 Catalano Road, Ancram
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Your Quest: Sit Spot

Find a seat on a bench or your favorite place along 
the trail and sit in silence for a few minutes. Use all your 
senses to experience nature, and make notes about 
what you saw, smelled, heard, or felt. Is there anything 
you noticed after this activity that you would have 
missed if you hadn’t stopped? 

Bonus: try this at other Public Conservation Areas and 
notice how each place is different.

I see...

I smell…

I hear…

I touch…
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Schor
58 Shore View Drive, Canaan
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At dusk the bobcat prowls
Along the trail
We can tell it’s him
By the stump of his tail

On scaly underbelly
The snake softly glides
When strangers approach
He slithers and hides

Flitting through the branches
On bright red wings
The tanager lands
Waits a moment and sings

Deeper in the forest
Bear climbs up a tree
He thought he smelled honey -
The work of the bee

Barred owl can be heard 
Singing “who cooks for you?”
From atop tree branches 
where she has a great view

Safe under an oak
The fawn curls up in a ball
Its pretty white spots
Will fade by the fall



Your Quest: Leaf Prints

The trails at Schor Conservation Area are shaded by 
trees like oaks, maples, and more. If you find a leaf 
and are “stumped” while trying to identify it, note its 
shape, pattern, and see if there are any fruits, cones, or 
seeds nearby that could give you any hints. Find three 
differently-shaped leaves and create a leaf rubbing by 
placing the leaf under your page and shading over it 
with your pencil or crayon. Need more space? Use the 
journal pages at the end of this booklet.
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Quietly on the banks 
Of Siegel-Kline Kill
Great blue heron waits
Patient and still

In the crook of the creek
Where the water runs deep
Trout swims silently
Like a secret you keep

On a dead tree,
The woodpecker hammers
Rat-a-tat-tat!
For insects she clamors

Up a small branch
Climbs an adventurous snail
He leaves behind 
A glistening trail

Squirrel stores nuts
In the trunk of the tree
Relying all winter
On his strong memory

Over in the meadow
Weasels slink from their holes
Looking for critters
Like mice and voles

Siegel-Kline Kill
1452 County Route 21, Ghent
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Your Quest: Ecosystem Bingo

How many of these items can you find? Cross them off 
as you go and see how many ways you can get bingo!

Bee Frog Squirrel Spider

Animal Tracks Acorn Rabbit Butterfly

Fish Leaf Insect Seeds

Tree Snail Flowers Bird



Nature Journal Pages
Use this space to make stamps of Nature Quest animals, 
take notes, or continue any of the activities.
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